We show that distributed source coding of multi-view images in camera sensor networks (CSNs) using adaptive modules can come close to the Slepian-Wolf bound. In a systematic scenario with limited node abilities, work by Slepian and Wolf suggest that it is possible to encode statistically dependent signals in a distributed manner to the same rate as with a system where the signals are jointly encoded. We considered three nodes (PN, CN and CNs), which are statistically depended. Different distributed architecture solutions are proposed based on a parent node and child node framework. A PN sends the whole image whereas a CNs/CN only partially, using an adaptive coding based on adaptive module-operation at a rate close to theoretical bound -H(CNs|PN)/H(CN|PN,CNs). CNs sends sub-sampled image and encodes the rest of image, however CN encodes all image. In other words, the proposed scheme allows independent encoding and jointly decoding of views. Experimental results show performance close to the information-theoretic limit. Furthermore, good performance of the proposed architecture with adaptive scheme shows significant improvement over previous work. key words: distributed source coding, camera sensor networks, multi-view images, Slepian-Wolf theory, parent node, child node
Introduction
Multi-view images of a scene can be used for several applications ranging from free viewpoint television (FTV) [1] to surveillance. In FTV, the user can freely control the viewpoint position of any dynamic real-world scene. This system can cover a limited space. To expand the coverage to a wider area, a distributed sensor network can be used. In a paradigm of Smart Dust, hundreds or thousands of sensor nodes of cubic millimeter dimension can be scattered about any desired environment. It is used for such tasks as surveillance, widespread environmental sampling, security, and health monitoring and it is known to make human life safer and easier [2] , [3] . CSN (Camera Sensor Network) [4] was introduced as an extension to the FTV system, and which has hundreds of cameras, distributed throughout the environment. It performs different tasks, such as data fusion for further processing, and arbitrary viewpoint generation. In this research, we are interested in data fusion application of CSNs. CSN presents a significant trade-off between powers consumed by processing versus communication. ComManuscript received January 24, 2005. Manuscript revised April 22, 2005 . Final manuscript received June 15, 2005 . † The author is with Information Technology Center, Nagoya University, Nagoya-shi, 464-8601 Japan.
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a) E-mail: mehrdad@itc.nagoya-u.ac.jp DOI: 10.1093/ietfec/e88-a. 10 .2835 munication power costs can vastly exceed today's powerefficient processor demands. As a result, in general, developers then strive to process information locally to reduce the data transmitted. The distributed architecture was designed to help the sensor network capitalize on the collective behavior of these complex systems by increasing communication load only when doing so is optimal. Due to the enormous size of multi-view images in CSNs, coding is one of the challenges to build such applications. Multi-view images are usually highly correlated in spatial domain and therefore spatial redundancy can be removed by encoding the information "differentially" with respect to an appropriate "reference" [5] . The disadvantage of this method is an extra overhead in communication between those nodes. In a scenario with limited processing and communication abilities, this method is not preferable. Work by Slepian and Wolf [6] shows that even if the sources are encoded independently, they can be fully reconstructed under certain conditions. In other words, the Slepian-Wolf theorem suggests that it is possible to encode statistically dependent signals in a distributed manner to the same rate as with a system where the signals are jointly encoded. Therefore, distributed source coding is preferable if there is a major constraint on individual camera node performance (i.e., energy, which is consumed by sensing and communication operations). However, approaching the Slepian-Wolf bound is still a challenging issue.
Some works have been carried out [7] - [12] in designing a distributed source coding but the performance is not close to information theoretic bound. Aaron et al [13] proposed compression with side information using turbo codes. This method approaches the theoretic bound proposed by Slepian-Wolf for video sequences; however it resembles our method in a different way. In the following of the work by Aaron, Zhu et al. [12] proposed a distributed compression method for a large number of cameras using WynerZiv [14] , [15] coding, which is a lossy scheme and cannot be compare with the proposed method in this paper.
This paper introduces a lossless adaptive distributed source coding method [16] , [17] without inter-node communication for multi-view images in CSNs; similar to the distributed source coding method proposed in [18] - [20] based on module-operation and a parent node (PN) and child node (CN) framework. A parent node encodes the whole image whereas a child node only partially. The coding scheme allows independent encoding and jointly decoding of each view. To perform the decoding task, disparity esti-mation is employed to compensate the scene geometry [21] , [22] to provide the side information. Experimental results show performance close to the limit of information theory. Furthermore, the distributed source coding with adaptive scheme shows significant improvement over previous work [18] , [19] .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 defines CSNs and its configuration. Section 3 describes the coding architectures. Coding method is explained in Sect. 4. Section 5 shows the experimental results. Finally, Sect. 6 and Sect. 7 are discussion and conclusions of this research.
Camera Sensor Networks
In this research, each camera is connected to an individual processor, and each node is able to communicate with central node. Each camera with processing and communication devices is called a camera sensor node. For each cluster of sensor nodes, central node is assigned for user interface and network management. The central nodes receive the encoded data from sensor nodes and jointly decode them and deliver the generated view to the user or further processing.
The camera configuration affects the total processing task. Total processing task hardly depends on geometry compensation at joint decoder side. The coding process is valid for all cases (dense and coarse CSNs). Dense CSNs are suitable for real-time operation. Coarse CSNs cannot perform in real-time, because the geometry compensation needs lots of computational time to perform satisfactorily. Obviously, if the cameras are set too far, the coding tasks cannot be performed at all, because there will not be any correlation or overlapped part among camera nodes, to provide the side information at decoder side.
Coding Architectures
The cameras in the CSNs system are grouped into correlated clusters as it mentioned in Sect. 2. The sensor nodes in the CSN are set on a line with equivalent interval. Each cluster of nodes is coded independently. The cluster size corresponds to the maximum allowable disparity, respectively the maximum distance of a camera pair. In Fig. 1 three coding architectures without inter-node communication can be seen. Based on the coding architecture, the CN may have sub-sampled image (i.e., syndrome image). "P" represents PN. If encoded CN has syndrome image is shown by "CNs" or "Cs" and if it does not include the syndrome image is shown by "CN" or "C." Figure 1(a) shows the individual coding of multi-view images Therefore, all nodes are PN and the coding architecture is named PPP. Figure 1 (b) demonstrates coding with two PN and is called PCP. Figure 1(c) illustrates a distributed source coding including just one PN, which is located in the middle of the cluster. This architecture is called CsPCs. The arrows in Fig. 1 show the node to be used to decode a CN at the joint decoder. In CsPCs, the PN in the middle provides side information to decode each CNs in the cluster. All CN in PCP are decoded using virtual PN (vPN), which are generated by the two PN at the outer border of a cluster.
In CsPCs architecture, P can be replaced by Cs, which makes the decoding of CNs independent from PN as shown in Fig. 2 . This coding architecture is called CsCsCs. In CsCsCs, each CNs is decoded by using its neighbor.
Furthermore, in PCP architecture, P can be replaced by Cs, which makes two other architectures (i.e., PCCs and CsCCs) as shown in Fig. 3 . In the PCCs (Fig. 3(a) ) the Cs node is decoded using the PN, as it is done in CsPCs architecture, and after that the CN nodes in the middle are decoded as it is done in PCP architecture. In the CsCCs (Fig. 3(b) ) the Cs nodes are decoded using the other Cs node, as it is done in CsCsCs architecture, and after that the C nodes in the middle are decoded as it is done in PCP architecture.
Coding Method
Before describing the encoding/decoding algorithms it is essential to note the variables used throughout the following sections. "n × m" describes a block to be encoded. "D" stands for the maximum gray level bound that is imposed on image coding at each block. "Maximum disparity" stands for the number of pixels required to find all correspondences in a stereo setup. It also defines the size of a cluster. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the proposed distributed source coder. Although CN/CNs and PN are set apart, in practice they are arranged one after another as shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2 , and Fig. 3 . Due to no inter-node communication amongst cameras, the CN/CNs views are encoded independently at each node. The encoded data is transmitted to the joint decoder. At the joint decoder the side information from PN is provided by the scene geometry, which is obtained by an area-based matching method of [21] , [22] .
Encoding
In the encoding algorithm, the PN images are transmitted without any coding. As it has been shown in Fig. 5 , in CsPCs, CsCsCs, PCCs, and CsCCs architectures the CNs image is sub-sampled according to block size and forms the so called "syndrome images" (i.e., not to be done in CN). The remaining pixels (i.e., all pixels in a block in CN) build an image, called "coset image." An example of coding is also shown in the figure. The encoding of a coset image work as follows:
Coset pixels of each block are encoded with a "D" value. The adaptive value of the "D" is decided by using the average absolute gradients of a block in vertical and horizontal directions. It corresponds to the spatial frequency of the scene. In the adaptive coding scheme, the higher spatial frequency, the higher "D" value is used. Based on the range, where the measured average gradient is, the adaptive "D" to encode a block is obtained. Table 1 shows a look up table to decide the adaptive "D" at each range. After choosing the adaptive "D" value, the pixels in a block are further encoded by applying a module-operation based on "D" to the pixel values. The same algorithm is applied to other blocks in the image. The encoded image using the adaptive scheme is called "coset image." The quality of the encoded image can be control by changing the average "D" value used for an image at encoder side.
Multiplying a linear weighting factor (i.e. ≥0) to the measured average gradient does the controlling procedure. Figure 6 shows the Cube&Doll ( 
Decoding
After receiving the encoded data of CN/CNs and full information of PN at the joint decoder, the coset images of CN/CNs should be reconstructed. Due to the moduleoperation applied to the coset image, decoding is necessary. This is done by using side information from the estimated scene geometry (i.e., not to be done for all blocks in CNs). This scene geometry is obtained by using a block-based matching method [21] , [22] .
Geometry compensation for decoding CN and CNs is as follow:
• CN: A vPN image is generated in the location of each CN by using two PN in PCP, a PN and decoded CNs in PCCs, and two decoded CNs in CsCCs. The CN image pixels are decoded by using the vPN's pixels at the same location. • CNs: To obtain the side information to decode a block, there are three ways as follow:
-(a) For each block the side information is provided by linear interpolation of the up-sampled syndrome image, which is called U SI. -(b) For each block in a CNs, the corresponding pixels at the PN/CNs are found in CsPCs/CsCsCs by geometry compensation, using syndrome image. -(c) Using the combination of methods (a) and (b), which can outperform due to the experimental results in comparison with method (a) and method (b). In this method, the decision for choosing (a) or (b) is done by measuring the gradient range of a 2 × 2 block. It includes the syndrome pixel of the block to be decoded, and the three other syndrome pixels in the neighborhood. If the gradient range is larger than 125 (in gray scale) method (a) is used, and for the gradient ranges less than 125, method (b) can perform better. This threshold value is set to 125 as an optimal value. It is obtained through experimental results on two data sets (i.e., Cube&Doll and Tsukuba). Note the geometry compensation method affects the threshold value.
After having the side information, the values of the coset image are decoded by applying an "inverse" moduleoperation, which is not unique. Therefore, that solution is chosen which minimizes the distance to the corresponding pixel of the other image (i.e. syndrome pixels of CNs, PN, vPN or U SI). Equation (1) and Eq. (2) show the decoding procedure for a given "D" value.
where "C(c )" is a set of all candidate values for the coset pixel c . Then the closet value in to the side information "s" is chosen as the decoded value of children node coset pixel "c."
Example of decoding of c = 3 for D = 16 with s = 150:
However, decoding of the coset image is not possible, if the "D" value for each block is not known. To solve this problem, there are three ways as follow:
1. Sending "D" value for each block from encoder to decoder. 2. Estimating "D" value by using vPN/U SI image (i.e., side information). Table 1 is used for vPN/U SI image at decoder to estimate the "D." 3. Estimating "D" value by using CN/CNs image (i.e., coset image). The maximum coset value of each block refers to the range and then the "D" is decided using Table 1 .
The first method due to overhead on the transmission rate is not preferable. Therefore, we would like to estimate the "D" value of each block to decode the coset image. Experimental results on different block sizes and image scenes show that the third method performance is nearly the same as the first method. Hence, we proposed to use the third method for decoding.
The coding flowchart is shown in Fig. 7 . It summarizes the coding algorithms mentioned in Sect. 4.1 and Sect. 4.2. Note that the proposed coding scheme is lossless, however error is accursed. The "D" value represents the maximum gray level difference between two corresponded locations in two images. Hence, if we can have the correct value of "D" at encoder for each pixel, and if we know a correct location of corresponding point of the encoded pixel at decoder, we can easily decode the encoded image without any loess and error. Therefore the proposed adaptive scheme, which is developed, based on the aforementioned assumption is lossless. However, error accurse in the coding procedure, because the correct prediction of the "D" value for each block is not possible, since we do not have the corresponding point value at encoder (i.e. no communication between among node in distributed source coding scheme), and the correct location of corresponding point should be found at decoder in distributed scheme (i.e. joint decoding). In addition, Image based method is used at geometry compensation block of decoder to find the corresponding value, so that we can not perfectly find the correct matched block to the encoded block.
Experiment
In this experiment, the data set consists of 3 views with 320 × 240 pixels per view of Cube&Doll, and 3 views with 384 × 288 per view of Tsukuba. The maximum disparity between the two furthest views is 30 pixels. All experiments are carried out only on luminance component.
The experiment is divided into two parts. The first part shows the performance of the adaptive source coding in comparison conventional coder. The second part shows the experiment on the adaptive source coding performance considering the Slepian-Wolf bound.
Comparison of Fixed and Adaptive Coders
In this section the CN and CNs decoding performances for adaptive coder are compared with fixed coder. The reconstruction performance of the adaptive coder for both test data sets is compared with a coder, which is using the same "D" value for all pixels in CN image (i.e., fixed coder [18] - [20] ). Reconstruction quality of a CN/CNs is measured in term of peak-signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR).
CNs
This part of experiment is considered the performance of a CNs in CsPCs, CsCsCs, PCCs and CsCCs architectures. The block sizes in adaptive coders are 2 × 2. Due to extra information of coset image in CNs, the adaptive distributed source coder should perform better than up-sampled and linearly interpolated view of syndrome image (U SI). Therefore, in Fig. 8 the decoded CNs quality has compared with U SI quality when it is decoded by PN (in CsPCs, and PCCs) whereas in Fig. 9 by CNs (CsCsCs and CsCCs architectures). 
CN
This part of experiment is considered the performance of a CN in PCP, PCCs and CsCCs architectures. The block sizes in adaptive coders are 4 × 4. Due to geometry compensation at the joint decoder (i.e., vPN image -side information), the adaptive distributed source coder should perform better than vPN. Therefore, in Fig. 10 the decoded CN quality has compared with vPN quality when it is decoded by using two PN (in PCP).
These figures show PSNR curves vs. "D" for adaptive and fixed coders in comparison with vPN, and examples of reconstructed image of CN after decoding. In adaptive scheme, the "D" value shows the average "D" value. The adaptive coder has gain over vPN/U SI quality with lower value of average "D" in comparison with fixed coder. Furthermore, the experimental result for Tsukuba shows a sig- nificant improvement due to the complexity of the scene. Note that the performance of CN in other architectures (PCCs and CsCCs) are not evaluated, according to its similarity to the shown performance.
Slepian-Wolf Bound
According to the aforementioned importance of adaptive distributed source coding of multi-view images in CSNs, the information-theoretic bound proposed by Slepain-Wolf is appealing. In this part of experiment, the CN and CNs rates are compared with the rate proposed by Slepain and Wolf. The performance of the coding in all architectures is evaluated with the term of "total entropy inefficiency." It is the absolute value of one minus the ratio of the achieved rate through out the experiment and the ideal rate proposed by Slepian-Wolf theory as shown in Eq. (3). The zero value of "TotalEntr.Ineff." means that the encoder perfectly approach the theoretical bound proposed by Slepian-Wolf.
The entropies of the encoded images are measured individually. Note that in the experiment, we have shown the "TotalEntr.Ineff.," so that we just need to measure the joint entropy, and each image or encoded image entropies individually. However, the entropy of one image, and conditional entropies of two images can be measured as following with having any stochastic model: 
CNs
The H(PN) and H(CNs) are to the entropies of the PN and CNs images of a cluster in CsPCs architecture. Due to the coding architecture, H(PN,CNs) -joint entropy of PN and CNs should be measured. After measuring these values, H(CNs|PN) = H(PN,CNs) -H(PN) can be calculated as shown in Fig. 11 . Figure 12 shows the total entropy inefficiency for Cube&Doll and Tsukuba in CsPCs architecture, as shown in Eq. (4).
Another architecture is CsCsCs. The H(CNs1) and H(CNs2) are the entropies of two children nodes, as shown in Fig. 13 . Due to the coding architecture, H(CNs1,CNs2) is joint entropy of CNs1 and CNs2. The required rate to approach the Slepian-Wolf bound is to satisfy the Eq. (5), practically as shown in Fig. 13 .
where the Rx1 and Rx2 are the transmission rates of CNs1 and CNs2, respectively. Figure 14 shows the total entropy inefficiency for Cube&Doll and Tsukuba for CsCsCs architecture. The total entropy inefficiency can be calculated as Eq. (6).
The results mentioned in the figures show that by using the adaptive coding scheme the total rate can come close to Slepain-Wolf bound. In Cube&Doll image when the average "D = 32" the Rx is completely satisfied the theoretical rate, with 22.72 dB gain over the U SI. Obviously, the Tsukuba has more complicated scene than Cube&Doll, however the rate inefficiency is 2% at "D = 48." According to Fig. 9 in Tsukuba the minimum required average "D" value for efficient decoding with gain over U SI has decreased much more than that of Cube&Doll.
CN
The H(PN), H(CNs) and H(CN) are the entropies of the images in a cluster of PCCs architecture. Due to the coding architecture, H(PN,CNs,CN) -joint entropy of PN, CNs, and CN -and H(PN, CNs) -joint entropy of PN and CNs -should be measured. After measuring these values, H(CN|CNs,PN) = H(PN,CNs,CN) -H(PN,CNs) can be calculated as shown in Fig. 15 .
The H(CN|CNs,PN) value is the point at which the rate of CN(Rx) should be close after it is encoded (i.e., coset image). The rates obtained for CNs will be rates obtained in Sect. 5.2.1. Figure 16 shows the total entropy inefficiency for Cube&Doll and Tsukuba. The total entropy inefficiency for PCCs can be calculated as Eq. (7).
TotalEntr.Ineff.= 1 − Rx+Ry+H(PN) H(PN,CNs,CN) × 100
As shown in Fig. 16 , in Cube&Doll image when the average "D = 22," the "TotalEntr.Ineff." is 1%, with 4.5 dB gain over the vPN. The Tsukuba has more complicated scene than Cube&Doll, and the rate inefficiency is approached to zero for "D = 32." As Fig. 11 shows, in Tsukuba the minimum required average "D" value for efficient decoding with gain over vPN has decreased significantly in comparison with that of Cube&Doll.
Considering the performance of decoded CN/CNs and the achieved rates in graphs show that by applying the adaptive distributed source coding, the quality of the decoded re- sult can be improved as well as satisfying the Slepain-Wolf bound.
As it has been shown throughout the experimental part, the performance of the coding depends on the value of "D," which is decided based on the algorithm explained in Sect. 4.1 using the gradient range measurement of a block. Note that the obtained "D" value in average is always the value where the lowest Total Entropy Inefficiency is obtained in Fig. 12, Fig. 14, and Fig. 16 . Therefore, the proposed algorithm predicts the best "D" value for a given block to be coded close to Slepian-Wolf bound.
According to the aforementioned explanation on the optimal value of "D," the adaptive coder should have a significant improvement over the vPN, the U SI, and the fixed coder for the predicted value of "D," as it is shown in Fig. 8 , Fig. 9, and Fig. 10 . We would like to emphasize that this value of "D" is the optimal value for an optimized coding result. Note that the coding performance for larger value of "D" is better than the optimal value, however the deviation form Slepian-Wolf bound is increased (i.e., more information is transmitted), which is not preferable. The adaptive distributed coding scheme can also perform better than the vPN, the U SI, and the fixed coder for lower value of optimal value of "D" to some ranges, but the deviation from Slepian-Wolf bound is increased (i.e. less information is transmitted), which is not also preferable.
Discussion
The adaptive distributed source coding in CSNs can generally be evaluated in terms of quality and Slepian-Wolf bound performances. In this section, in addition to aforementioned terms, the proposed method is discussed accord-ing to its compatibility for a generalized coding architecture more than three nodes, random arrangement of cameras in CSNs, and further compression of coset images in the following.
• Generalization on more than three nodes:
The coding scheme can be applied to more than three nodes architecture, by carefully deciding the block sizes and the "D" values at encoder. The Larger block size and the smaller "D" values should be used if the number of nodes in cluster is increased, or the camera interval decreased.
• Random arrangement of cameras: The adaptive distributed source coding can be applied to the random arrangement of cameras. Not that, in such applications, cameras viewing range overlapped parts in a cluster should be found by using the camera parameters [18] .
• Compression of coset images: In addition, further compression scheme is needed for coset images, which is considered as future research issues. Normal JPEG compression of coset images is useful as it shown in [19] , [20] , however, we believe a better compression of coset images can be developed based on the coset image statistics.
Conclusion
This paper introduced an encoder/joint decoder scheme based on adaptive module-operation for asymmetric distributed source coding of multi-view images in camera sensor networks considering the spatial frequency of the area where the encoding algorithm is applied. The CN/CNs is encoded without knowledge of other nodes. At the encoder the desired quality can be controlled by the "D" value. The output is the module image (i.e., coset image). The decoder performs an inverse module-operation by estimating the "D" value using the received encoded CN/CNs and the side information provided by geometry compensation. The adaptive distributed source coding can approach to the SlepianWolf bound by controlling the quality of encoding. Furthermore, its performance has a significant improvement in comparison with conventional coding scheme, with smaller average "D" value. The coding scheme can be applied to random arrangement and more than three nodes architecture, by having cameras parameters, and carefully deciding the block sizes and the "D" values at encoder. In addition, a suitable compression scheme is needed for coset images, which is considered as future research issues.
